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Introduction

Gender Reservations in Elections: Introduction

Unequal gender representation in government: 9/14% of all legislators
world-wide were women in 1987/2000

Gender based reservations in elections seek to ensure greater gender
parity among elected representatives

What would we expect the effects of such policies to be?

What does the empirical evidence show?

Examine Chattopadhyay and Duflo (CD, 2003) on effects of
randomized gender reservations for mayor positions in Indian local
governments (panchayats)
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Introduction

Predictions of Different Models

Pure Downsian model: gender or other characteristics of elected
officials do not matter, only voter preferences matter; hence no effect
expected

Citizen Candidate model: policy preferences of elected officials do
matter, hence expect effects of reservations that raise female
representation

Hybrid models: combine policy preferences with electoral commitment
(Lindbeck-Weibull 1993, Bardhan-Mookherjee 2010): equilibrium
policy platforms diverge, weighted average of own preference and
mean voter preference (relative weights depend on competition)
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Introduction

Chattopadhyay-Duflo 2003: Gender Reservation in Indian
panchayats

In 1994, constitutional amendment in India mandated three tier local
governments (panchayats) in rural areas, with one third seats reserved
for women

CD study impacts of this reform in two districts in different states of
India (WB, Rajasthan), using data for 1998-2003

Panchayats administer top-down expenditure programs for local
public goods and (private) welfare benefits

CD examine effects on allocation of panchayat spending across
different public goods

Panchayat mayor (pradhan) reservations allocated randomly across
village list, with rotation in subsequent years: 6% of women elected in
unreserved panchayats
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Introduction

Theory: Application of Citizen Candidate Model

Policy space: [0, 1]; ideal points of women distributed on [0,W ], men
on [M, 1], median voter is m, local elite ideal point µ > m

Utility of citizen with ideal point w and policy x is |x − w |, of male
(resp. female) candidate is |x − w | − δm (resp. |x − w | − δw ) where
δw > δm > 0

In absence of election, elite controls policy: x = µ

With election won by candidate j with ideal point wj , resulting policy
is xj ≡ αwj + (1− α)µ

Focus only on single candidate and two-candidate pure strategy
equilibria
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Introduction

Equilibria without Reservations

Proposition

Without reservation, no woman runs in any one-candidate or
two-candidate equilibrium, if

δw > δnrw ≡ max{1

2
δm + µ−m, αµ− (µ−m)} (1)

First (second) condition rules out one (two) candidate equilibrium with a
woman running
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Introduction

Equilibria with Reservation

Proposition

With gender reservation, there is an equilibrium with a woman running, if
and only if δw ≤ αµ.

Corollary: Gender reservations increase female representation if
δnrw < δw < αµ.
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Introduction

Welfare Effects: When Policy Backfires

Proposition

If δw > αµ and µ > max{m + 1
2δm, 2m −M}, the reservation policy does

not raise female representation, and makes all women and the median
voter worse off.

With reservation, first condition implies no woman (hence no one) runs,
resulting in elite dictator and policy µ

Without reservation, some man runs if µ− [αM + (1− α)µ] ≥ δm; ideal
point of most pro-male candidate would be m + 1

2δm in one-candidate
equilibrium and 2m −M in two-candidate equilibrium, resulting in policy
outcome smaller than µ if the second condition is satisfied
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Data collection

I Data was collected from two locations: Birbhum in West
Bengal and Udaipur in Rajasthan.

I Survey in all GPs in Birbhum was conducted in two stages
(summer of 2000):

1. Interview with each GP Pradhan: Information about his or her
family background, education, previous political experience,
political ambitions and activities of the GP since his or her
election in May 1998.

2. Survey of three villages in each GP: two randomly selected and
the village in which the GP Pradhan resides. Information
about available infrastructure and whether it was built or
repair since May 1998, and details about investments in
various public goods. Also asked whether women and men of
the village had expressed complaints or requests to the GP in
the previous six months.



Data collection

I For the survey in Udaipur (August 2002-December 2002),
they randomly select 100 villages (from a subset of villages
covered by a local NGO) and then choose randomly one
hamlet (sub-division of a village) per village.

I They collected similar information about investments and
public good provision in a similar length period, 2000-2002.

I No Pradhan interviews were conducted in Udaipur.

I They also collect data for both West Bengal and Rajasthan of
formal requests or complaints made by villagers to the
Panchayat in the six months prior to the surveys.



Political Participation of Women



Issues Raised by Women and Men in the Last 6 Month
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Effect of Women’s Reservation on Investments
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Testing the Empirical Predictions

I Measuring average preferences of women and men:
I Use data on formal request and complaints that are brought to

the Pradhan.

Di =

(
nwi
Nw
− nmi

Nm

)
(1)

Si =
1

2

(
nwi
Nw

+
nmi
Nm

)
(2)

where nxi (x = w ,m) is the number of requests about good i made
by women or men and Nx (x = w ,m) is the total number of request
made by women or men.

I Di = strength of the difference between women’s and men’s
preferences for a good i .

I Si = strength of the preference in the aggregate population for
good i .



OLS Regressions: Determinants of Public Good Provision



OLS Regressions: Determinants of Public Good Provision



Pradhan’s Characteristics (West Bengal)



Robustness Checks

I Women as New Pradhans: compare investments in GPs reserved for
women to those in GPs that are not reserved, but where the
councilor’s seat of the previous Pradhan is reserved. None of the
results on public goods provisions are affected. Results

I Women as Lame Ducks: control for whether the Pradhan is likely to
be re-elected in 2003. Restrict the sample of GPs reserved in 1998
and those that will be reserved in 2003. None of the results on
public goods provisions are affected. Results

I Social Status and Other Effects of Reservation: compare outcomes
in GPs reserved for SC or ST; among SC/ST Pradhans, women and
men come from villages of the same size and men are not
significantly richer than women. None of the results on public goods
provisions are affected. Results

They also includes controls in the regression analysis to account for
these three factor. OLS Regressions



Conclusion

I Women elected as leaders under reservation policy invest more
in the public goods more closely linked to women’s concern.
They invest less in public goods that are more closely linked
to men’s concerns.

I Results contradict the simple intuition behind the Downsian
model and the idea that political decisions are the outcomes
of a Coasian bargaining process. In both theoretical views, the
gender of the head of the GP should not influence policy
decisions.

I Results are relevant given the fact that reservations for women
are increasingly being implemented at various levels or
government around the world.

I Additionally, the findings have implications beyond reservation
policy, suggesting that, even at the lowest level of a
decentralized government, all mechanisms that affect
politician’s identities may affect policy decisions.
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